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GRAPHIC FIGURE PICTURES AND THE

VARIOUS MANNERS OF RENDERING

IN MAKING THEM





CHAPTER I

GRAPHIC FIGURE PICTURES AND THE

VARIOUS MANNERS OF RENDER

ING IN MAKING THEM

WO peculiarities of the kind of pictures that

we are to discourse upon are : first, the de

lineation is such that the meaning is clearly and

readily understood ; secondly, the work has been

executed by the artist mainly from his imagina

tion . Usually the illustrations found in the more

lasting products of the printing press-books and

magazines - are made by artists who work from

posed models. It is always to be remembered,

though, that some artists have such a vivid sense

of presentation that they can create pictures with

the appearance of having been drawn from models,

yet really made from the imagination .

But the first matter noted above, the clearness

of the pictured meaning, is the distinguishing qual

ity of graphic illustrations.

Comic pictures, fashion illustrations, and draw

ings for advertisements are included under the head

of graphic illustrations, and business expediency in

this connection often necessitates drawing without

3



4 PRACTICAL GRAPHIC FIGURES

و

resort to posed models. To explain first our mean

ing of graphic humorous pictures : Humorous pic

tures and the everyday “ comics” have a quality of

the graphic in that they are definite in lines, forms,

and contours. But although they are graphic we

will allude to them as humorous and comic rather

than use the term graphic. By the term " graphic

figure pictures” we mean illustrations in the ephem

eral press, fashions, advertisements, and pictures

in which human figures are used to explain some

practical process . Such pictures are usually made by

artists with highly developed imaginative minds.

With the exception of fashions, these pictures are

difficult to place in sharply defined groups. Comics

and humorous works are easily placed into a group,

and these we will now notice .

A class of illustrations associated with the humor

ous press is that which was at one time known as

the “ He and She ” joke. A picture of this kind

was merely a composition of two figures, a man

and a woman, generally in fashionable attire amid

appropriate surroundings. Such pictures were made

by artists having skill in figure - drawing and com

position rather than endowed with any cleverness

as wits. The jokes or legends that were put under

these pictures were supplied by editors, or “ pro

fessional" joke-writers. The depicted pantomime,

gestures, poses, and other matters inspired the
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humorous vein in these persons. Now this class

of funny picturings, as they were mostly drawn from

models, does not come within the scope of our study.

Besides, this manner of producing comic work is not

often practised now , as the greater number of au

thors of witty, or comic pictures, originate the idea

as well as make the picture. That is the best way,

as there is always in a picture of this sort, entirely

one man's work, a pleasing and proper agreement

between the thought and the delineation .

So with the understanding that comic pictures

form a class by themselves, we will consider them

as they present themselves to our eyes on the printed

pages and speak of their general aspect. It will be

appropriate, too, to refer to their manner or the way

in which they have been rendered . The first thing

that we notice is that they are characterized by

styles and mannerisms. This we perceive first rather

than any sense of the realistic . That there is an af

fectation in rendering-styles and mannerisms - is

easily understood if we hold in our minds the works

of a particular man and see how repeated traits of

line, pen tricks, and so on, are peculiar to all his

output.

Then we must notice that there is a sharp dis

tinction between drawings in which there is an at

tempt at giving light and shade, roundness, and

local color by tints or washes of pigment, and in
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those drawings that are effected mainly in outline,

or sometimes include patches of blacks and sim

ple tints . The drawings with light and shade more

nearly approach reality, and demand from the artist

the exercise of true artistic skill .

When it comes to the picturing of faces we find

that they can be grouped into three kinds ; namely,

those in which there is a striving to delineate char

acter, caricature, and an extreme exaggeration in

the physiognomy. All three of these require knowl

edge of the facial details . This latter matter, and

the three ways of drawing faces will be gone into

in subsequent parts of the book.

We now consider, to help explain certain of our

ideas on humorous picturing, two very interesting

examples by artists of the French humorous press .

The first - a fragment - is by Huard, in which there

are a freedom of line and an assurance in the pen

strokes that evince a confidence in his own skill as

a draftsman . The other-a fragment, too, of a

larger drawing - is that of a seated woman, by Bac.

In this pen-and-ink work the line strokes are deli

cately handled and free from rigidity. It is in

contrast , with its fine pen -lines, to Huard's very

free, bold pen -strokes. These are two examples of

pen-and-ink work in which there is an endeavor to

give light-and -shade effects and procure rotundity

by line direction . Old copies of some American
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8 PRACTICAL GRAPHIC FIGURES

humorous periodicals of a decade or two ago will

afford the student many good pen-and-ink drawings

of this kind to study.

Nowadays outlines with sometimes flat tints or

in some cases black or nearly black patches seem to

be the fashion . These outline works may be divided

into three classes : ( 1 ) child-like outlines that disre

gard the existence of reality in visualization ; (2) af

fected line and mannerisms that have no sincerity

respecting realism ; and (3 ) outlines with a feeling

for form and contours, and an honest effort to cre

ate reality within the limits of its simple technic .

With respect to the first way, that of the child

like drawing, two conspicuous workers in its style

are two artists of the French press, J. Hémard, and

Moriss. Hémard signs his name with the initials of

the given and the family name in small letters

a little affectation quite in keeping with his style

of drawing.

A coherency between all parts and qualities of a

drawing is something that signalizes a work as worth

noticing. The matter of line and its agreement in

character is an interesting study that may be pur

sued in looking over the work of various humorous

draftsmen . Hémard, for instance, repeats his quaint

line as he makes his naïvely conceived figures and

objects throughout his entire drawing ; Moriss re

peats his manner of line , rigid and angular, as he
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draws throughout his pictures geometric forms for

figures and objects .

Other examples of a peculiar kind of line are

those of L. Kern, and Paul d'Espagnat . Kern's

figures and details are all delineated by short, thick

curves. They are drawn with an affected calli

graphic style , and not with the serious sense of

wishing to have the lines define real forms. A con

trast are the outlines of d'Espagnat, whose draw

ings are composed of pleasing curves that are evi

dent as curves, and yet have some sense of realness

in the delineation . Although much detail is left out

there is still a feeling that it has not been left out

to shun work. G. Viardot, of the French humor

ous press, also makes a rigid angular series of lines

to define his figures. On comparing a face drawn

by Viardot and one drawn by Huard, we see the

difference at once between an affected line with un

reality, and one that shows a conscientious effort

to represent reality. Huard's people are real peo

ple, but a figure by Viardot is merely a design in

lines and black patches.

Martin, also of the French press, has a peculiar

style of free curves outlining peculiarly constructed

forms and faces. In his case, and in that of so many

who strive for effect rather than for actual represen

tation, we are very apt to form personal likes or

dislikes for their affected mannerisms. Mars, who
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for many years in the past has appeared in the

French comic papers, has a distinctive line and a

certain pen-and-ink mode, however, though his

pictures are delineations of real people.

Here we submit a subject for thought that the

student may deliberate upon ; namely, the question

of picturing real people and faces as such , or of

exaggerating them or of making them positively and

obviously abnormal in appearance.

Manner of, or quality of, line is another subject

for study. In this respect an artist's choice often de

pends entirely upon his preference for a particular

kind of tool . Some like a pen that makes the finest

of ink lines , and that requires a steady hand and

care in handling it . Others like a pen that makes an

even -width line , and is of such a point that it may

be handled with its point held at any angle or in any

direction. Then again others want a tool that flows

the ink in a way to make the strokes like those of a

writing-master, that is with a thin beginning, thick

in the middle, and ending in a thin line again . Still

others prefer a coarse pen, a stub, for instance, or

there are some who use a brush instead of a pen.
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CHAPTER II

FIGURE DRAWING WITHOUT THE USE OF

MODELS

I
realistic art work , meaning in this connection

easel pictures, mural paintings, and illustrations,

the custom in figure drawing is to sketch from the

posed model. An ability to do this is attained by a

serious application in drawing from the antique and

subsequent study in the life class . But for certain

branches of art there is need of expertness in draw

ing figures without the use of models. We shall en

deavor, in this chapter, to indicate such a way, and

suggest exercises and methods of study that will

give skill in this sort of work.

It is to be understood as a preliminary condition

for the student following our suggestions that he

shall have given some time to drawing from casts and

from life, and that such study is to be continued and

carried on concurrently while essaying the drawing of

figures without the use of models. Of especial help

is the drawing from casts of parts of the body. This

familiarizes the mind with those details and develops

skill in the hand in drawing them.

Knowing how to rough out figures without hav

ing posed models before one's eyes is an accomplish

15



16 PRACTICAL GRAPHIC FIGURES

ment useful to all art workers . For instance, an

artist , holding in his mind some figure composition ,

roughs out the idea as well as he can, as he then

finds it is easier to get satisfactory poses of the mod

els from which he is to complete the actual work.

There is a number of ways of figure drawing

without the help of models. One is to indicate the

poses, or actions, by a few lightly marked lines

that, as the drawing continues, gradually grow to

be a bewildering network which would mean noth

ing to an observer, but yet is full of meaning to

the artist. This network represents the essay and

trial in striving to give graphic form to an imagi

nary figure in the artist's mind . The artist, when he

has proceeded far enough in this way, picks out

those contours that satisfy him, and emphasizes

them with heavier strokes of the crayon , or whatever

point tool he is using.

The clearer the mind's image the better is the

representation as a matter of draftsmanship. In

nothing else in drawing is a worker's way of think

ing more distinctly shown than in his sketching out

of a figure in an off -hand manner. When he fumbles

and his sketch is a veritable scrawl the inference is

clear that the mental image was vague, or else that

his power of that methodical thinking needed in

drawing is too weak to picture the image.

A great deal of character is shown by individual
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Use this diagram when drawing the figure without the use of a model,
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artists in drawing figures from the imagination .

Sometimes the aggregate of lines is a series of ellipses

and chains of circles which, though somewhat calli

graphic in design, yet shows an effort to get the chief

characteristic of the human form , that is, rotundity .

Or perhaps there is a blocking-out of shadow masses

and an immediate indication of relief and bulk.

Others work by first marking angular forms, and

still others sketch in a hazy confusion which yet

shows from the beginning that it will eventually be

the semblance of a human figure.

The most quickly apprehended manner of going

about drawing the figure “ out of one's head ” is to

begin by indicating the intended pose . by a figure

made of single lines that looks slightly like a little

skeleton. Rembrandt Peale ( 1778–1860 ) called

these little skeleton figures “ line of action figures.”

Figure draftsmen use this term action to describe

the general posture of the model. Especially is it

used with reference to an accordance in attitudes of

the body and its members in giving an easy natural

pose. The word movement is also used to describe

this quality. Artists even speak of a figure in a

quiet pose as having movement. They have refer

ence then to the harmony or completeness of the

imagined central line determining the equilibrium

of the figure.

Before you proceed to make one of these little
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Use this diagram when drawing the figure without the use of a model .
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line skeletons upon which you intend to build a

figure, and then , as it were, clothe it , you must

have some notion in your mind of an action or

pose. You try to picture it mentally but find that

it is not vivid enough for you actually to pro

ceed with in drawing. That is , the mind-image

is not clear enough for you to use as a model to

copy as if you were drawing. It would be a sim

ple matter if you could so visualize a pose ; as

then it would only be a matter of closing the eyes

for a moment, concentrating on the image, and

copying it on paper. Likely enough you do not see

it as distinctly as you wish . However, the work

must go on , so proceed in this way : put yourself

into the intended pose, and try to pretend that you

can see yourself. Try to realize the main action as

a line going from your head through the body and

continuing down to the supporting limb . A thing

to note, in poses and actions, is that there is one

supporting limb with the other but slightly acting

as a support, or even actually free from the ground .

It is not often that a model stands with the weight

distributed equally on both feet.

After you have had several trials of alternately

placing yourself into the pose, and returning to

your drawing -board for sketching the action, you

will at last have a simple skeleton figure. Now you

draw an oval for the head , making it of a size, as
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(As the series proceeds, some construction lines are dotted or omitted to make

the diagram clearer. )
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near as you can, of one-seventh of the proposed

height of the figure. Next mark, with more care,

seven head divisions along the length of the entire

figure. (We have presumed that the student has

chosen to draw a figure of this height, but if he wishes

he may draw one of eight heads. ) From this point

on in the work the student consults the diagrams

of the front and side views (pages 17 and 19) , which

give the elementary parts of the body material

in simple constructive figure drawing. They show

how and in what proportion to divide the figure as

it assumes a pose and bends at joints in action. As

it is awkward and damaging to the book to have it

always open on the drawing-board while consulting

the diagrams for comparison, it is suggested that the

student make copies of these diagrams on separate

pieces of paper. The sizes of the diagrams in the

book are good sizes to use in making the exercise

drawings, but if the student wishes he may make

larger figures than these . It is advisable, however,

not to make drawings smaller than those of the

diagrams. The proportion of eight heads is infre

quent in life. Seven and one-half heads is nearer to

the average figure, but we are using the one of seven

heads because it is simpler to estimate the propor

tions than in a figure of seven and one-half heads .

It more nearly approaches the usual comic figure of

a large head on a small body.

After the skeleton figure has been marked off into
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DRAWING FIGURES WITHOUT THE USE OF MODELS.

the seven-head divisions , prepare to sketch in the

trunk. Consult now the diagrams that you have on

separate pieces of paper, and hold them near to your

drawing. First note where the waist comes. It is

at about the lower part of the third division down

ward . (All measurements will be considered as ex

tending downward from the top of the head . ) Then

sketch in the boxlike forms of the chest and hips,

noting that the hips extend nearly to the lower part
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of the fourth division . The forward part of the

chest comes , as the diagram shows, at the line of

two heads down .

Movement or change in any action of the trunk

will be considered in our preliminary sketching as

occurring at the waist. The principal bending does

take place here . Although we refer to the chest as

boxlike, it is to be remembered that there is a

change of form in certain actions that causes it to lose

this boxlike rigidity . These changes are principally

at the shoulder in forcible movements of the arms.

The work of drawing is continued by indicating

the lower limbs , paying especial attention to the

supporting one and perceiving how the axial line

that carries the weight from the trunk passes into

this limb and continues to the place of real support

-the ground . If you give attention to this and

mark it on your drawing understandingly the figure

will be well balanced .

When drawing the limbs give especial attention

to wrists, ankles , and knees. Recognize their exis

tence by indicating little circles at their respective

joints . Such little circles do not even approximate

the bony anatomical constructions, but marking

them will remind the student of their importance.

Just as there is a variety of movements taking place

at these articulations, so is there a variation of con

tours during these movements . At the wrists and
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AS SKILL GROWS, A FREE, UNCONSTRAINED WAY OF WORKING WILL

DEVELOP.

ankles the movements are complex, at the knee

there is mainly a hingelike bending but a most de

cided changing of outer form during movement

there. As at the elbow the movement is purely a

bending, the little circles are not to be marked there .

These parts in the costumed figure are usually

covered, and drawing the details there requires skill

in drapery rendering. This is helped by the study

of the ways in which the forms determine folds and

wrinkles.

As the figure of eight heads is the one generally

used in classical, serious, and ideal picturing, we

give, in concluding this chapter, details with respect

to this standard . These ratios are measured in heads,

or parts of heads ; that is , one-eighth of the entire

height is taken as a unit, which is designated as a

“ head .”
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ESSENTIAL PROPORTIONS OF PARTS OF THE HUMAN

BODY BASED ON A MALE FIGURE OF EIGHT HEADS

VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS

HEADS

I

Trunk, level of the shoulders to the middle of the figure

(Approx .) 233

Hips, measured on the back ....

Entire arm, shoulder to finger- tips . . (Approx . ) 333

Arm-armpit to finger- tips .... 3

Upper arm - armpit to front bend of elbow .

Forearm, including wrist and hand ...

Lower limb, thigh and leg .... 4

Thigh, measured on the back . 12

Leg and knee ... 272

Leg .....

I

2

2

MEASUREMENTS ACROSS AS VIEWED FROM FRONT OR BACK

Shoulders , from one bony prominence to the other . 2

Thorax—at armpits .. 12

Waist . (Approx. ) 138

Hips .. . (Approx .) 12

Thigh 34

Knee ... 12

Neck .. ( Approx .) 22

The ankle is about one-half head high from the

ground ; the foot is one-sixth the height, and the

face and hand are of equal length , which is approxi

mately three-quarters of a head.

When a drawing has been carried so far as to

indicate the trunk, limbs, neck, and head , the stu

dent will have some sort of contour upon which a

picture of a clothed figure can be built . When draw
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ing the clothing note that drapery folds get their

principal suggestions for lines from the forms un

derneath, and that the big masses of muscles push

out the material and make places for the folds and

furrows to take origin.

Knowledge acquired when working from casts of

parts of the human figure comes into use when the

hands and feet are drawn .
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CHAPTER III

FIGURE DRAWING WITHOUT THE USE OF

MODELS (CONTINUED ), WITH SPECIAL AT

TENTION TO THE FEMALE FASHION FIGURE

I
N the previous chapter a table was given with

the essential proportions of the male figure.

The ideal female figure is also divided into eight

heads, and the corresponding divisions, taken length

wise, are practically the same. Differences between

the two are found principally in certain measure

ments taken across the body as viewed from the

front or the back.

An interesting matter to remember in comparing

the figures, is that the male is about sixty-seven

inches high, whereas the height of the female aver

ages sixty -four inches . But measurements by inches ,

or those made from the point of view of anthropom

etry are not of a practical interest to the figure

draftsman . He does not find it a help in drawing

to know and compare the varying lengths in inches

of the circumferences of the members, nor the girths

of regions of the trunk. On the other hand , a few

easily remembered ratios of lengths and items con

cerning widths in certain direct views are of prac

tical use to him.

33
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As supplementary to the previously given table

of essential proportions of a figure of eight heads a

few differences found in the female figure are as

follows:

HEADS

Across the shoulders ... . (Approx . ) 1 %

Across the waist - viewed from the front, or back . 194

Across the wide part of the hips at about the middle of

the figure..... 134

Length of the arm, shoulder to finger-tips..

Length of the foot.. .one-seventh of height

3%

Although in real life the relation of the head to

the figure in the female is a ratio of seven or seven

and one -half, pictures of women are generally drawn

in a proportion of eight heads. Even the most ear

nest painter who believes himself to be a sincere

realist will make the figures of women's portraits ,

on his canvases, in eight heads rather than as

they are most frequently in actuality ; that is , in a

ratio of seven, or seven and one-half heads . Some

portraits are even observed at times in galleries that

have the woman's figure so attenuated that they

are in a proportion of more than eight heads .

Figures of nine heads are frequently used in

fashion drawing. We are so accustomed to see such

figure drawings made in this proportion that we

accept them as representations of reality .

With respect to character of lines and their dif

ferences we take into account that the contours
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figure of especial importance.
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flow gently in the one case, while in the other out

lines go in and out with more emphasis . In the

female the contours give little evidence of muscu

larity, while in the male ruggedness in that respect

is a feature.

A characteristic to note in the female figure is

that there is a tapering in the limbs to smallnesses at

the extremities of hands and feet. This tapering, or

slanting peculiarity is , in a manner, repeated by

the shoulder mass as it slopes into the neck, and as

the trunk, spindlelike , lessens toward the waist .

The arm in woman does not reach down so far on

the thigh as in man. An average male standing

figure has the arm reaching to the fifth head line

down, or at the middle of the thigh . In the female

it does not reach quite so far. The elbow in both

figures comes at the waist, or the fleshy, non-bony

part of the trunk between the chest and the hips.

We give in this chapter, besides the diagrams ex

plaining the essential proportions to remember in

figure drawing, two charts that help in drawing these

figures. One chart is of a figure of eight heads, and

the other for fashion figures of nine heads . They

are to be used in the same manner as for the male

figures; that is , referred to when sketching and not

ing where the divisions of the body come in their

respective canons of eight, or of nine heads.

The artist prefers rules that are easily remem
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bered , readily applied , and with but a few particu

lars . Veritable measurements cannot be made for

drawing on account of the absence of fixed points

from which to measure, and because when the fig

ure is drawn in foreshortened views taking off sizes ,

as if with instruments, is impossible.

Now the method of going about drawing the female

figure without using posed models is essentially the

same as that for the male figure, but at the cost of

some repetition we may usefully resume them here .

To begin, then : hold in your mind some position

of a figure that you wish to draw and indicate its

general action, or pose, by a skeleton figure. The

simple lines of this represent the axes of the trunk,

heads, and limbs. Do not try to draw these axes

as you imagine the bones to go, even though we

use the term skeleton figure. Make these lines as

you yourself feel that the direction of the force of

the weight goes, or the stress is carried . There is no

need in the skeleton figure to trouble about the pro

portions . The important thing is that the intended

action be expressed . The next step in the procedure

is to sketch in the bulk of the trunk and limbs .

You have, of course, before you have started this,

indicated a head and roughly marked the lines to

divide the height of the figure into the number of

heads decided upon . This division is easy in a

simple standing, or easy-action figure. It is a little
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more difficult when a figure is seated or there is a

depiction of an action that requires the limbs to be

foreshortened .

By continuing with the drawing, after the chest

and hips have been blocked in , observe well the

particular way, and to what extent, the bending

takes place at the waist. The principal bending

takes place here as the chest is a boxlike form .

The hip region has this characteristic, too. The

chest and hips are usually in a contrasting obliq

uity. When one side of the hips sinks as a leg

droops, or is in movement, the chest counteracts

this by putting itself in an opposing obliquity . This

movement of the chest is particularly noticed at

the shoulders, and a line representing this obliquity

is to be drawn there .

When drawing a female figure that is intended to

be draped the work need not be carried so far as

to complete all the outlines as defined by the anat

omy. But a consideration of the bulk of the muscu

larity is necessary as it determines the manner of the

fall of the material of the costume.

As most of the fashion drawings are made in a

simple style of line work, in outlines with plain tint

ing, or with elementary light and shade washes, the

draftsman has, as one of his first considerations, the

attaining of a good silhouette . This, in further ex

planation, means that the contour that separates the
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figure from the background must be drawn excep

tionally well .

When you have carried the work so far as to

begin to clothe the figure, three particulars about

drapery that will help in drawing it are as follows:

First, it is clinging and stretches over the form ;

secondly, it bulges out ; thirdly, it tumbles and falls

in flaps or folds. Now in any one of these examples

the matter of most concern is the fastening, gather

ing, or manner in which the textile is held . For it

is at places like these that the lines defining the

folds and creases of the drapery originate. And these

lines are in pairs but not parallel . To be more ex

plicit : two lines start from a place where the ma

terial is gathered , and there diverge . They, with a

third line opposing them, give a triangular form in

the drapery.

Whether drapery falls in large or small folds,

there is no parallelism in the lines . This is a matter

for the artist to observe. And to put it briefly as an

instructional hint : avoid parallel lines in picturing

drapery. The only exception to the diverging lines

and the triangular character is when a part of a

garment is fashioned like a pouch and it is blown

up by the wind, or agitated by movement. Then it

is puffed up , and has a round character like a

balloon .

But drapery of an ordinary character, even though
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blown by the wind, or put into action by move

ment, has forms that are free from parallelism .

The degree to which the triangular peculiarity

shows depends upon the quality of the textile . In

some kinds of a crinkly material of a costume vo

luminous in its drapery, a delightful assemblage of

varying sized triangular forms is shown. Other

material has a softening effect on the triangles, so

that the outlines are somewhat lost, and this char

acteristic is not so evident .

As you gain in knowledge and skill in figure

drawing without working from models, you will ,

after a while, discover or develop certain ways of

drawing suited to your own nature. But it will be

well to keep the elementary principles in mind at

all times, and come back to them when you seem

to be working without making any progress . Occa

sionally some difficulty arises and the drawing does

not go on as you would like it to . Then it is time

to work more carefully by going back to the skel

eton figure and proceeding by marking the trunk

and limbs in their proportions.

Besides the proportions of the female figure as

given in the charts in which it is shown in eight

heads, a division of the upper half of the figure into

three parts is as follows: from the top of the head

to the shoulders, from the shoulders to the waist,

and from the waist to the lower line of the trunk
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WAY OF PROCEEDING IN DRAWING A SEATED FIGURE.

are three equal divisions . These measurements are

especially to be made use of when drawing the

seated female figure.
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even more

In classroom drawing, either from objects or life,

constructive frameworks are important. They are

so when working from imagination .

Drawing real things is , in a way, a sort of copying

of the visual . In imaginative picturing we have no

copy before us, but are creating something, and a

framework first sketched out will hold the details

that make up the complete picture . When we have

the notion of a pose and an idea of its details, a

quickly constructed framework is the first thing

needed . And this framework, which is really an

indication of the whole figure, is needed in fashion

pictures even though so often they are only a spe

cialization in drawing pretty faces, hands, feet, and

a clever rendering of textiles . The action, or move

ment of the figure, always must be considered as it

passes under the pattern-like depiction of the cos

tume.

Fashion illustrations are sometimes drawn in the

unusual ratios of nine and ten heads. Sometimes

the proportions are those exceeding these ratios .

When the ratios are as extreme as eleven heads, for

instance, the drawing is better suited for the bizarre

in dress . Such are to be regarded as decorative

effects rather than as representations of real people.

If a figure in nine heads is drawn with an effort at

depicting truth , and the garb is in a quiet fashion ,

it may seem like a real person. A figure, however,
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SUGGESTIONS FOR BEGINNING TO SKETCH ARM POSITIONS FOR

FASHION DRAWING.

of, say, eleven heads with an odd or fantastic style

of dress and an unusual technic impresses us more

as fictitious and unreal. If the elements of a fashion
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drawing-proportion, style, and technical rendering

--are in keeping, we probably consider the work

good, and are not likely to have any adverse com

ment to make, even though our intelligence tells us

that it does not picture reality .

A great requirement for the student in fashion

drawing is line . Lines, as they define the form in

setting it off from space or give the action or flow

of drapery, should be of an easy continuity. In the

female figure the outlines of the muscles are sof

tened and the curves are modulated . A gentle flow

ing line is required, whether of an anatomical con

tour -- undraped arms, for instance-or in the drap

ery as it covers the form .

We will give, in concluding this chapter, two sug

gestions that will help in getting the subtlety of

curving lines . One suggestion is to turn the draw

ing upside down when you are in doubt as to the

smoothness of a curve. The second suggestion is

when you feel there is a break, or jog, in the curv

ing, and you do not know where it is , to look at the

drawing sidewise, in the direction of its length . To

do this, hold your head down near the board, and

the eye close to the paper . Then you see the line

as it extends away from you, with the break in the

curve clearly in evidence and quickly detected .

You will know then where to make the correction .
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CHAPTER IV

DRAWING HEADS AND FACES

BOVE all things, to draw heads and faces well

AB Equalificationtroeded byahe graphic artista
The matter of drawing the head correctly is one

thing, depicting a real physiognomy is another, and

to poise the head properly with reference to the

whole figure and its action is still another. This

latter, we are almost tempted to say, is more im

portant than the first two. There is no such thing,

to be sure, when regarding a drawing critically, as

to consider one matter more important than an

other. A head must be joined to the trunk so as to

give the feeling of being held in a natural and easy

attitude . Its poise is part of the action . Now when

it comes to drawing heads and faces, we call into

play skill in construction, and a knowledge of pro

portions and physiognomical detail .

The student desires a sure and ready way of

sketching heads and faces. He learns in the class

room from casts, or life, a right way of going about

in working in light and shade to create the illusion of

relief. He proceeds by systematic ways in order that

he may gradually develop within himself systematic

ideas respecting drawing that will give him a basis

55
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for art methods upon which he may rely when he

works alone with no instructor by his side . Learning

a good way of starting a drawing, acquiring knowl

edge of construction, grasping the meaning of the

visible forms, and starting out with a willingness

to be his own severest critic , the student is well

equipped to make progress in art .

Knowing how to get a good start in drawing-that

is , making a properly proportioned structure upon

which to build the real picturing-depends upon an

ability to see a subject as an entirety. Besides seeing

it thus as a close unity, there should be a quick com

prehension of the comparative importance of the

parts . Details are united into a whole by leading

lines-the construction lines-and details are kept

in harmony by rules of proportion.

After a drawing has been started so as to give a

sense of unity-that is, a hanging together of the

parts—and the parts arranged simply, or blocked

out, the next step is to indicate the details .

This word details is to be taken in an art sense,

and not as if it meant photographic minutiæ.

Construction was exemplified in the way given of

drawing the figure by first sketching out the little

line skeletons . For these little skeletons themselves

were the constructive elements . Proportion came

in when the lengths and widths of the trunks and

limbs were put in . Further carrying on of the work
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meant an applying of a knowledge of details ; that is,

knowing the anatomy of the body and the contours

it causes. Construction, proportion , and knowledge

...........

FOREHEAD

NOSE

... v

UPPER

LIP AND

CHIN

NOSE AND EAR IN

PARALLEL POSITIONS
PROFILE HEAD WITHIN A SQUARE THREE FACIAL DIVISIONS

THREE IMPORTANT THINGS ABOUT THE HEAD AND FACE TO

REMEMBER.

of details are matters that are brought into use in

drawing heads and faces.

So we will now take up these matters as applied

to the head and face. The elementary facts of pro

portion are these : the side view of the head comes

within a square ; the face has three equal divisions ;

namely, ( 1 ) the forehead, (2) the nose, and (3 ) the

upper lip , mouth, and chin region. Another matter

is this : the nose and ear are on the same level.

These are the main things, respecting proportions,

to have in mind when drawing heads and faces.

The fact that the head comes within a square is

a serviceable bit of information when studying char
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acter, as any variation is at once noticed . That the

division of the face into three equal parts is a har

monious one is confirmed by observation of the faces

about us . A face that arouses pleasing emotions

within us is sure to have the three regions so divided .

But when we see a face that impresses us unpleas

antly, it will be certain to have the divisions un

equal. As for the position of the ear with regard to

that of the nose, that of course is not always so im

portant. In women's faces the ear is often hidden

by the hair, or a bonnet .

There are two accompanying charts that give

ways of making drawings of heads . If they are

studied and the order in which the heads are made

is followed , as if they were the pictured guidance of

courses in progressive drawing, they will help you

to understand facial proportions and give you a

notion of construction .

Begin with the chart of the profile by making an

upright rectangle that is made up of six small

squares, two across and three up and down. The

facial divisions , or units, are found in the three

pairs of side-by-side squares : the top one for the

forehead, the middle one for the nose, and the lower

one for the mouth and surrounding details . The

exact position of the mouth is found by dividing

the region into three equal parts . The first, or top ,

line that makes these three parts, is for the axis of
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CHART WITH PROPORTIONS SHOWING HOW TO DRAW A PROFILE HEAD .

the mouth . Outlining the upper lip and the chin is

easy when you have marked the line for the mouth ..

In the middle facial unit, the position of the eye is

found also by dividing the space into three, and

taking the first line as the place to draw the eye.

The ear is placed outside of the rectangle, but back

of it at the level of the nose . When you have out

lined the profile details, notice how the face proper

comes within the area of this rectangle of six squares.
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To draw the entire profile head build a square on

this rectangle . Make it three and one-half facial

units, measuring upward and sidewise from the chin.

You now have a square within which, according to

the first matter relative to facial proportions, you

may outline the whole side view of a head .

A front -view face is also begun by making this

rectangle of six small squares. The rectangle in this

case also holds the face region, and the facial divi

sions and places for eyes and mouth correspond to

those of the profile chart. After the details of the

face are drawn the entire head is sketched in . This

is three and one-half facial units high, measuring

from the bottom of the chin. The width of the head

is two and one-half facial units . Notice how, even

though the preliminary diagram for this front -view

face is geometric in appearance, it has the look of a

head and face .

To advance in learning to draw profiles the fol

lowing suggestions may help : draw quickly a down

ward trending curve or, two lines following each other

at contrasting slants . They may be referred to as

the first notions of the profile. Divide the curve, or

the space taken up by the lines , into three equal

parts. These are the three facial divisions . Now

simply draw the profile, keeping the details to their

particular proportional spaces . The chief concern is

not to lose the first notion, as we have called it , of
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the profile as determined by the first curve or the

two lines . These latter elements are part of the

construction and the principal factor in the char

acter of the profile. Making a number of profiles

this way will help in drawing and character study .

The application, as an exercise, has bearing upon

paragraphs to come.
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A most interesting form of picture of a woman's

face is a profile. The three facial units are more

easily distinguished in that way, and the contour as

it goes in and out to define the lineaments has a spe

cial interest as an outline . It would be an excellent

study to make a number of women's profiles, con

structing them with the three equal facial units as

basic beginnings. Even though the forehead, so

often hidden by hair, does not show, it is best to

mark it, as it helps in the construction of the whole

head . And for the same reason the entire shape of

the cranium should be thought of and drawn, even

though the indefinite mass of the coiffure hides its

form .

In drawing women's profiles the harmony of

character, as a constructive help, enters into the

matter. For instance, if by noticing that the con

tour as a whole has harmony because the different

items have similar qualities, the student is helped

in his drawing, he needs then only to keep in his

mind the equality of the three facial divisions, where

the eye and mouth come, and then sketch in the

physiognomical traits of similar character.

So far in the studying of ways of drawing heads

and faces we have only considered those that were

in profile, or in a direct front view. We have not

been troubled by the foreshortening or the aspect

of the features in three-quarter views . When we
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decide now to draw a head in a three- quarter view

we find that taking measurements is not easy, and

that they must now be estimated by the eye.
Sim

ple ways were given at first to familiarize the stu

dent with proportions and construction, so that he

would have some knowledge of them all ready in his

mind when it comes to the more difficult matter

of drawing a head in other than the diagrammatic

front and side views.

To draw a head in a three-quarter view, first

make an inverted pear-shaped form . For a woman's

head the point of the pear is narrowed a little . Next

mark a vertical line for the middle of the front of
the head . It is a trifle curved and a little to one

side . The degree in which it is so placed depends

upon how far the head is turned . Next give some

notion of the outline of the neck, as this has a great

deal to do with the way that the head is turned .

At about the middle horizontal plane of the inverted

pear form mark a short line crossing the vertical

one . This is to fix the axis of the eyes . As you

mark their places give a thought again to the turn

ing of the head . The direction in which the subject

is gazing and the turn or pose of the head are re

lated facts. Now indicate the three facial divisions,

marking the nose one first, as its place is easily de

termined by the line that was marked for the axis

of the eyes . The mouth opening is found in the
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same way that was used in diagrams, only drawing

the line now is not the simple matter of making it

parallel to others . Now it must be marked with

regard to the curving of the bulk of the head .

In the next stage you find the place for the ear

by extending the lines of the nose region around the

curving surface of the head . One ear only shows in

our sketch . Not often is a head drawn in any

three-quarter view that shows the ear of the far

side of the face. There is no reason why a head

should not be drawn so if the artist wishes, but it

is a difficult view, and had best be attempted only

when working from a model. There should now be

enough construction lines marked within the pear

shaped head to give you the positions for the facial

lineaments . When you have marked the first rough

indications of them it is well to stop and reflect upon

that which you have so far made. Perhaps as you

do this some mistake will make itself evident. Then

if you find that correcting it is not so easy as you

at first thought, go back to the elementary ways of

construction , and scrutinize your work just as if you

were starting it all over again .

When the drawing of the head is continued , ob

serve to what degree of prominence the cheek bones

show. In some outline face drawings with little

shading, the cheek-bones are not marked . But in a

three-quarter view indications of the cheek-bones
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are important, especially on the far side of the face,

for it is there that it gives, with the fleshy cheek,

the contour of the face. These facial details are

important determinants of the contour in some

views of the head from the back.

Ordinarily, when we picture heads, any notion that

perspective comes into the matter is not generally

entertained . But when , supposedly, we are back of a

model only slightly to the side, and we look toward

the head , its occiput shows first; then the back of the

ear ; the eye gives evidence of its presence by a few

eyelashes and the nose shows only its tip ; on the

face we see the cheek and cheek -bone and a bulging

out of the region around the mouth ; we also see

the under side of the jaw ; the temple and its edge

where it blends with the forehead are seen . All

these details of the face exemplify the principle of

perspective, as if they were a series of planes . It

is not demonstrable, perhaps, as a regular problem

in perspective, but the principle operates, neverthe

less .

Of especial importance for the artist drawing a

head from the back with the view slightly from the

side are the prominences of the cheek and the bulg

ing out of the fleshy region surrounding the mouth.

These lineaments are strongly in evidence in thin

faces that are deeply furrowed. When in this view

the face is drawn so that the nose shows by its tip
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only, the artist often indicates accessory details like

that of a mustache, or perhaps spectacles . It seems

as though he thought his sketch looked so little like

vi
na
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THINGS TO NOTICE WHEN DRAWING THE HEAD IN A THREE -QUARTER

VIEW FROM THE BACK.

a face that these attributes helped him in the depic

tion .

There are several ways of drawing heads and

faces. One is by series of calligraphic curves that

bear little relation to anatomy but are of a real

meaning to the artist who made them. This artist

continues with these curves until he finally gets

something that, to him, has a resemblance to the

subject. Another way of drawing the head would

be to start by noting the proportions in a construc

tive diagram . This sketch, after the artist is satisfied
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with the proportions and construction , he completes

to look like reality. Another way, and a good way,

too, is that of blocking out the forms by simplifying

G 多
CALLIGRAPHICALLY

BY DIAGRAM

METHOD
BLOCKING -OUT

IN MASSES OF

.LIGHT AND SHADE

METHODS IN BEGINNING TO DRAW HEADS.

the contours of life into straight lines , and so esti

mating proportions and character without that be

wilderment which the subtlety of curves causes . A

sketch of this sort is generally continued by a cor

respondingly simple rendering of light and shade.

Some artists, however, block in the light and shade

masses and get an idea of bulk and roundness at an

early stage of the work without first making many,

or even any, outlines .
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CHAPTER V

PARTS OF THE HEAD AND FACE

P
ROPORTIONAL quantities of the head and

face and the importance of construction were

the themes of the preceding chapter. Now comes the

completing of any head or face by drawing the de

tails and carrying on the work to that particular

stage of " finish ” that fits the manner of working,

utilitarian purposes, or the individual wish of the

artist . To put in these details we need to know some

thing of their forms and characteristics .

First, we study the details in the lower of the

three facial divisions . This, the mouth region, com

prises the cutaneous upper lip , the fleshy red lips,

the mouth opening itself, and the chin .

A well -proportioned length of the lips, as viewed

directly from the front, is three-quarters of a facial

unit . This includes, of course, the line of the mouth .

The middle part of the fleshy upper lip is one-fourth

of a facial unit and the two-lobed part of the lower

lip is one-half this length . A facial unit is the length

of one of the three divisions of the face. It is best

exemplified as shown by diagrams in the preceding

73
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chapter, in profile views . The typical form of the

lips is known as the Cupid's bow. This particular

shape of the red lips is comprehended without any

description . It is present, in varying degrees, in

nearly all mouth forms. It is modified at times, but

in the straight, thin lips in which the mouth opening

is nearly a straight line, it is practically lost .

The space between the base of the nose and the

margin of the upper fleshy lip is also called the

upper lip . We distinguish it for the sake of clear

ness as the cutaneous upper lip . It has on its middle

line a depression called the philtrum . This feature,

in some measure of conspicuousness, is generally

present. At times it is a pleasing curving depression,

with its borders joining in with the curvature of the

margin of the upper red lip . At other times it is a

straight furrow . The philtrum has at all times an

influence on facial character, and is an important

item to notice when drawing. It is especially marked

when it occurs in a long, stiff upper lip . The curves

of the red lips as viewed in profile give beauty

forming elements . In the side view we see more

clearly the relationship to the nose as the contour

continues from one part to the other.

A small item to notice in this region is a sudden

little upward trend just before the upper cutaneous

lip joins the margin of the fleshy one. It is best ob

served in profile. This tiny feature changes in move
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DETAILS AND FORMS OF THE MOUTH AND LIPS.

ment. Only sharp observers of character ever regard

it as a detail to put in their physiognomical picturing.

We need only mention here with respect to the chin

that it should be well rounded and kept within the

limit of the lower facial unit, or division . The chin

is a significant feature in physiognomy and drawing.

Other peculiarities of it will be taken up elsewhere ..

Three particulars of the eyes are these : ( 1 ) an

eye is one-half facial unit wide ; (2) the space between

the eyes is one-half facial unit, or, for quicker grasp

ing, the width of an eye ; ( 3 ) the eyes for constructive

sketching come at the middle of the whole bulk of

the head . The exact place, as given in the charts of
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proportions, only varies a little from this half -way

point.

As a matter of knowledge and to help in analysis,

which will , of course, lead to further skill in drawing,

the names of the parts of the eye are of interest to

the artist . The iris is the large, colored, circular por

tion ; it is about one-third of an eye-length. This is

easily fixed when drawing by dividing the eye

length into three parts, and using the middle space

to limit - approximately -- the iris . The pupil, or

opening in the centre of the iris , which to us ap

pears as a dark spot, varies in size . In the usual

comic drawing very little attention is given to draw

ing the eyes. In this work eyes are indicated as

mere dots , or circles with black dots in the centre.

Perhaps it is just as well that the graphic humorist

has adopted this method of drawing eyes, because

if eyes are to be drawn with any serious intention of

character expression, they must be drawn carefully

and not hurriedly.

The normal eye as we see it from the front is

somewhat lens-shaped. The top border is generally

well arched and more convex than the lower one.

One form of eye, coexisting with other features denot

ing feminine beauty, has the convex curves slightly

flattened . It is a form of the eye hard to describe

as are all things relating to the organ of vision.

Perhaps we may describe it as a flattened ellipse,
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nose.

with the outer end narrowing and elongated, so as

to give an appearance of great length and size . In

all eyes, unless a staring expression is to be pic

tured, a little of the upper part of the iris should

be hidden by the upper lid . But the lower margin

of the iris just touches the margin of the lower lid .

The eyes in typical faces are placed on a common

level axis . In other cases the eyes slant . Sometimes
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ter ,

it is a matter of race, and at other times expressive

of character. Eyes that are deep-set occasionally

have overhanging folds on their outer corners.

This is normal and a significant influence in charac

and a matter to notice in drawing. There

are other eyes that have a fold of skin on the inner

angles . These folds of skin are smooth , and cover

the inner angles , or canthi . They form a peculiarity,

called epicanthi , of certain non -white races. An eye

that slants upward and outward with an epicanthus

gives the so -called almond eye of the yellow race.

When drawing the face in profile, the problem of

placing the eye properly is solved, in a way, by

imagining, or actually sketching, a line from its

front contour down to the back margin of the wing

of the nose. As the eye is often placed in a profile

view too far forward, this line will help the artist

keep it in its relative position . Although a forward

projecting or bulging eye is noticed at times, it is

not a good type to draw unless it fits in with a par

ticular character. Another aid in placing the eye

properly is this : in an eye that is open in an aver

age degree, imagine the line of the lower margin of

the upper lid continued to the depression at the

root of the nose. That is , the place where the break

between the line of the forehead and the nose occurs.

A nose is best studied in a side view, as in that

view its form gives us a clear-cut outline . There is
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Large and elongated Small eyes - Narrow openings

Slanting irward Slanting downward and outward
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SOME OF THE MATTERS RELATING TO FORM AND POSITION OF THE EYE .

character from the front, but for the purposes of the

graphic artist, who is studying facial details in the

simplest ways, a few words only are needed to de

scribe noses in profile. It is only when a nose is nar

row and bony that in ordinary graphic work any
line

needs to be marked in a front -view face for the

shadow side . In a broad nose, details that are use

ful for drawing the front view show in the region of

the tip and wings.

The openings of the nostrils are sometimes in
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view from the front. Mostly, though, they do not

show, and in other cases are but slightly in view.

When the nostrils are large and in full view from

the front, we have a feature peculiar to certain

races . Nostrils in a side view of the nose are nearly

always to be seen , and require some sort of indica

tion even in the simplest drawing. Generally they

can be graphically expressed in outline side views by

short curves with a hook at one or both ends .

Looked at in profile, noses are grouped into four

kinds, and there are three ways in which they are set

on the face, as determined by the particular kind of

angle that is formed where the base joins the plane

of the cutaneous upper lip .

The typical nose is one which has an almost con

tinuous straight line coming from the forehead .

Next comes the concave nose, and then its opposite,

the convex one . The fourth type is the sinuate, or

the one with a double curve. The straight nose in

its best form has its base forming a right angle with

the surface of the upper cutaneous lip . This right

angle setting on of a nose is the first of the three

ways in which the base joins the face. The other two

are the acute-angled way and the obtuse-angled

one.

As has been sufficiently explained, the ear is of

the same length as the nose and at the same level.

A feature to notice about both the nose and ear is
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that the general slanting of the two is the same.

We are holding in our mind a side view of a head .

This is not always the case, but in analyzing faces

for study or drawing, it is one of the corresponding

similarities that sometimes occur in the features.

The external ear which we have drawn as being

in size and proportion of one-half facial unit wide

and one facial unit high is enclosed within a rhom

boid . Or it may be explained in this way : the form

encompassing this ear is a rectangle that has been
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pushed over a little . The ear slants in this rec

tangle. It is drawn in this way to emphasize the fact

that the ear is often set on the head in this slanting

way. If this rhomboid form is divided crosswise

into three equal parts, we have places to proportion

de

6.G.

THE NOSE AND EAR USUALLY SLANT IN THE SAME DEGREE

OF OBLIQUITY .

parts of the ear by. The middle division holds the

concha, or shell-like opening, the bottom division is

given up mainly to the lobe , and the top one holds

the upper part.

As well in drawing as in character-study the way

the ear is set upon the head is of importance. The

close - set ear seems the normal way, while one that

is outstanding gives unpleasant traits when so de- .

picted . There are two ways in which it stands

out-one shows its entire form flaring, while the
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other has only the upper part standing away from

the head , with the lobe close to the cheek. These

two peculiarities are emphasized in the male by

the way he allows his barber to close crop the hair,

so that if the ears do stand out they show their full

expanse.

There is a diversity of shape, size, and modifica

tions of ears . The typical ear is that which may be

enclosed within an ellipse , or which follows an ellip

tical outline . Briefly in the matter of form , ears are

elliptical , round , or triangular. The lobe sometimes
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or

is small ; at other times it is large and pendulous ;

it may be absent, with the margin of the ear con

tinuing in a line that is lost in the cheek. The helix ,

the turned-in margin of the top and upper side of

the ear, has in some types a sharp, angular bend

near the top . A feature like this sometimes gives

the ear, as a whole, a square character.

There are changes in the region of the ear as age

approaches . For instance, creases develop immedi

ately in front of it on the cheek . These creases are a

kind of wrinkling up of the skin close to the tragus .

In some stout persons, as the neck thickens a sharp

crease comes across the lobe . It seems to form

through the adipose neck pushing the lobe of the

ear up, and causing this crease when the lobe bends.

Some graphic artists find it hard to remember

how the ear is to be pictured in a simple sketch . A

way for quick sketching can be learned by drawing

the ear in three similar successive curves . First

draw a large outline like a pear, pointing downward,

but with one side-toward the cheek-incomplete.

Next draw within the first curve a similar one

this is for the turn of the helix. Now draw a smaller

pear-like curve well within the larger curve. This

represents the concha . We find as we hold the pen

cil in drawing these three curves that they all re

quire the same kind of hand and arm movements.
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CHAPTER VI

PHYSIOGNOMY AND DRAWING

TO
10 some extent, the methods ofthe physiognomist

can be applied to drawing. But the student

of drawing is concerned with the external appear

ances only as the primary object in observing faces.

It is true , of course, that when studying faces,

speculation upon the meaning of these appearances

cannot be avoided .
.

Accurate observation with an ability to retain

impressions of what is observed is necessary for

pictorial art . In drawing from the model, or any

subject, copying without reflection, even though

dexterously handled, is of little value as a means of

acquiring skill in drawing. It fails to bestow on the

artist that practical understanding which will ad

vance him in endeavoring to do imaginative pic

turing

In drawing portraits the first thing to observe is

the embracing character of the entire head . In other

words, it will be an aid in sketching to find some form

that the head's contour suggests, or an incomplex

form that it fits.

89
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Most heads, particularly when looked at from the

front, suggest an egg shape, or an oval, with the

broader end up . An ellipse, which has two ends of

like curvature, is not always a good form to mark

on the paper for all types . The face itself may appear

elliptical, but the typical head in its entire bulk is

always wider at the top . This is due to two bulges

on the cranium toward the back, called the parietal

prominences.

In drawing female heads an oval form with a

very small end is useful in sketching out the first

draft. An egg shape, with its blunter small end, does

better for the male head . These two forms serve

very well for a quickly roughed -out draft for aver

age heads . But other geometric outlines are fre

quently observed when you come to study heads for

character drawing. We often see a resemblance in

a head to an isosceles triangle . The head in stout

persons is often conoid ; that is , cone-shaped . In

this case, with the oval broader at the base, we do

not have a real contradiction to the statement made

above about the head being broader at the top.

The heaviness in the lower part in the conoid shape

is made up of adipose and flabby tissue .

Other heads suggest in their bulk such plain,

simple, geometrical figures as a square or a rec

tangle. And in these heads, as well as in the first

mentioned, the artist-observer will see how the
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peculiarities of a larger form repeat themselves in

the lineaments within the outline of the larger form .

To have a good perception of the general form of

that which is observed , or conceived of, and then

to mark it on the paper, is the method in thumb

nail sketching, imaginative, or memory drawing of

faces and figures. Of course, seeing a subject in its

entireness, or imagining a conception as a totality,

is the method to use in any drawing. If an artist does

this and gets the major measurements right, the

smaller quantities will easily fall into their places.

This is because these smaller quantities are so often

only a smaller likeness of the larger peculiarity.

That makes the drawing easier.

When an artist essays to draw faces or to paint

portraits , the motives back of these efforts are not

altogether mere desires to draw something, but sin

cere efforts to fix in picture form the features of par

ticular individuals . The artists are, in fact, graphic

physiognomists, and their portrayals are keen anal

yses of character. It is not our purpose, by the way,

to go into the meaning of physiognomical traits .

The object is to point out varying characteristics as

they appear visibly, analyze them, and see how the

results of the analyses help in drawing.

An engraving on page 93 shows a number of heads

with variations of the cranium contour. A contem

plation of them will remind the student of the im
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portance of constant observation of physiognomical

peculiarities , especially any larger one that helps in

the same way as a framework does in beginning a

sketch.
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The primitive artist did , the child does, and the

beginner invariably will, select profile faces as the

first efforts in portraiture. And rightly, too, for

vital points in the face come out in this view and

are so easily depicted . We gave previously a series

of profiles of women that have certain elements of

beauty, even though there is a different contour in

every case. This was merely because they adhered ,

in the large, to the facial proportions that we have

considered as harmonious.

There is an agreeable concord in the male profile ,

too, when these divisions , that of the forehead, the

nose, and the lower one, are equal . We see the in

congruity at once when faces not in accordance with

this rule are compared with those that are .

When studying faces for drawing or accumulating

graphic facts for future work, besides seeing where

faces vary from the normal, it is a good practice to

notice any unusual, or distinctive, feature. We

mean by this to pay especial attention to anything

that impresses you very strongly on first sight, or

that declares itself, as it were, constantly while you

are analyzing the general details . Some of these

features are at times (applied to the profile prin

cipally) : high forehead, large nose, heavy jaw, weak

chin , big eyes, or thick lips .

A way has already been described of drawing pro

files by marking curves or sets of two lines for the
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elementary constructions. The exercise given then

is pertinent to the paragraph given now.

The profile line as it passes from the top of the

forehead to the chin is to be looked at as one en

tirety, and the impression stored in the memory.

And drawing this impression, no matter in what

way marked or effected on the paper, is a good

start for the sketch of a profile.

A profile may be straight ; appear to be concave
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and sink in at the middle part ; convex ; a hatchet

faced forward projection type ; or it may have an

outline that goes in and out angularly ; and, lastly,

pointed , with its sharp nose and chin .

The facial angle is of interest to the portraitist,

but he does not find the ways of the scientists of any

use in drawing as they make their measurements

from points on the bony structure . These are diffi

cult to ascertain by merely looking at the model.

The general slant of the whole face and the contour

that is visible are what concerns the artist.
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In further contemplation of the face in side views

we must attend to the varying shape of the forehead

and the different types of chins . Of course, fore

heads as we study them arouse interest, besides

that of giving us lines for drawing, by telling much

}
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of the mental caliber of the subjects. Some fore

heads are straight, some slant, others simply curve,

and then there are those that have the unusual

form of bulging out . Over the eyebrows the promi

nent superciliary ridge gives a characteristic form

in this region to certain other foreheads.

The chin is modified by age and changes in the

play of expressions . For instance, there are certain

expressions that change the well-rounded or even

a square chin to a form that appears like a weak or
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decidedly retreating chin . This is caused by a

muscle that pulls up the flesh in momentary phases

of dejection and disappointment .

The changes in the region of the chin that come

as age increases are shown by the loss of the typical

undercutting-to use a sculptor's expression-of the

jaw as it passes to the bend at the throat . This
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brings us to the matter of wrinkles, for the first that

generally appear are those that separate a double

chin from the point of the jaw. A double chin

becomes, as the peculiarity grows more marked,

heavy -jowled, and then, in some cases, develops
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EXPRESSION .

6. )

into a flabby, loose-jowled type. Another feature of

the under-jaw region is the prominence of the Adam's

apple. A slight prominence of this trait is congru

ous for the male, but when it is exaggerated it

becoines a feature that is quickly noticed by the

caricaturist.

Other wrinkles of the visage that are important

factors in the portrayal of expressions and char
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VARIOUS FORMS OF THE BEARD.

acters are the crow's - feet at the outer corners of the

eyes. Still others adjacent to the eyes are the little

ones below it that are mingled with the skin of the

puffed orbital sac at this place.

The very conspicuous nose-cheek furrow (naso
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labial furrow ) runs from the back of the wing of the

nose downward on the cheek . It becomes prominent

during certain expressions, and becomes a fixed

feature of the face as the years advance. There are

sometimes wrinkles at the angles of the mouth.

These latter wrinkles blend in with the stronger

nose-cheek furrows in laughter. Frequently there is

a smaller cheek furrow which comes into conspicu

ousness during laughter.

Beards are of significant interest to the humorous

delineator . They are easily remembered features,

and a strong note for many types of character

sketches . When any particular kind or cut falls

under the eye of the sketcher, it will be because it

has some unusual or individual peculiarity. At

times , during the span of history , there have been

fashions in a particular kind , or cut, of beard . Now

the close-cropped mustache is , in general , the only

kind of hirsute facial adornment allowed the male

in Occidental civilization .
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CHAPTER VII

EXPRESSIONS

Seferimagen stadwith faceswehavethoughtof
far in our study of faces we have thought of

them mainly as without movement and with

their lineaments fixed , except that some mention was

made in the preceding chapter of changes that come

as age approaches . Now we are to deliberate upon

the variations in the features caused by the emo

tions .

Nearly every particle of the facial integument

undergoes change or is in movement during the

play of the features in expressions. The form of the

ear alone does not vary, although it itself moves

in cases where the individual has congenital control

over the little muscles that act upon it .

In this chapter we present pictures showing how

the emotions and states of mind influence the form

of the face .

A calm face is like the placid, conventional vis

age of some Hindu idols . If in real life such a visage

appears, we, according to our Occidental ways of

thinking and strenuous ideas, should call it dis

tinctly expressionless.

105
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If a face like this Hindu idol , with nothing in ac

tion , is represented by a diagram, the features

would be shown as simple straight lines . They would

be all placidly level like a quiet undisturbed pool.

As soon as any occasion arises for the mind to be

disturbed, this plan of level lines is disturbed also .

Troubled thoughts give a confusion of troubled

lines set angularly against each other. Agitated feel

ings place the facial lineaments in an arrangement

that has a corresponding quality of discomposure:

Pleasing moods show outwardly as if the physical

state had been stimulated and tonic thrills made to

pass through the muscles. This causes them to vi

brate to such an extent that their tenseness pulls the

flesh and skin into swellings . Then certain cheek

muscles so affected give to the face slight rotundi

ties that are defined by curving lines . So a pleasing

expression, if represented by a diagram, shows a

series of curves . In spite of certain wrinkles in

pleasing and mirthful expressions, the general effect

is one of well-rounded curves.

Wonder and astonishment are both characterized

by wide -open eyes and a round, gaping mouth.

Putting this as a diagram-circles for the eyes and

mouth-we have a fourth fundamental form of ex

pression . The other three were, thinking of them as

plans in simple lines : ( 1 ) the straight , level lines,

placid and peaceful; (2) agitated lines , unpleasant
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MIRTHFUL ASTONISHMENT

FUNDAMENTAL FORMS OF EXPRESSION .

and disagreeable ; and (3 ) curving lines, symbolizing

the pleasant and mirthful. These, with the fourth ,

that of wonder and astonishment, typify all facial

changes in the visage during the expressions .

The artist intending to depict any particular ex

pression will find that it will contribute to the suc

cess of his work not to lose its simple plan, either as

a preliminary draft or as held in the mind . It would

+
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be really the constructive element in the depiction

of that expression.

In some forms of pleasing expressions, like that

of a slight smile, the mouth is closed . From this

smile the face passes to the partly opened mouth ,

and then to one cavernous in its appearance. With

the increase of laughing the curving has a concur

ring increase of curvature . Then the noise of laugh

ing has an answering degree of intensification as it

becomes a coarse, loud guffaw .

As the corners of the mouth are drawn upward

and back, farther and farther, there is a greater

showing of the teeth . Both rows of teeth are in

view in a forcible laugh. Sometimes only one row

shows, in which case it will be the top one. It is

not a characteristic for the lower teeth to show

alone in laughing expressions. Certain unpleasant

expressions have this latter peculiarity. In moderate

laughing and smiling the eyes are open with an up

lifting of the eyebrows and a wise, knowing look.

When the cheeks are swelled in violent laughing,

the thickened and compressed flesh pushes against

the eyes and partly closes them. Then the expres

sion is depicted by marking narrow spaces for the

eye openings with an effect, if it can be attained,

of having the eyes glistening as if wetted with

tears. In this phase of loud laughing tearsare shed .

The theory is that the swelling of the cheeks pushes
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1

against the tear-ducts , as a result of which they fail

to carry off the tears, and make them overflow and

roll down the cheeks . Certain furrows on the brow

are also in evidence in laughing, but they are not

of a confused pattern like those in the unpleasant

expressions . They are, instead, in curves proper to

pleasant expressions ; namely, simple and with no

complexity. Crow's -feet wrinkles appear in laughing

at the side of the face at the corners of the eyes.

The face assumes in weeping an effect like a de

sign of concentrated lines . The lines go , in the

main, toward the space between the eyebrows at

the root of the nose. Other wrinkles are those of the

chin , which come into action by the functioning of

a little elevator muscle of the chin. This muscle was

referred to before, when mention was made of the

changes in the form of the chin . This pulling up of

the chin, and resultant wrinkling, is part of the

ensemble in other expressions of displeasure .

In weeping, the mouth takes on a peculiar form

of being open at the ends, with the middle portion

having the lips nearly in contact. The form is much

like that of a dumb-bell . The form also occurs,

with varying degrees of this resemblance to the

outline of a dumb-bell , in other expressions of dis

pleasure .

In grief and sorrow the first matter to attend to

in drawing is to note the depressed angles of the
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mouth and the character of the cheek furrows on

the side . Another important change in the visage

is the uplifting of the inner ends of the eyebrows

at the root of the nose and the wrinkles in the fore

heads caused by this action . In a face that shows

disapproval the corners of the closed mouth are

pulled down , too, and the forehead is wrinkled con

vergingly. Then in this expression and similar ones

wrinkles appear near the wings of the nose that

have the appearance of an effort to close the nos

trils in disapprobation . In discontent and disgust,

like wrinkles of the forehead and a drooping of the

mouth corners occur, as those just described .

Sneering brings to view the canine teeth . It is

wolf-like in the way that the mouth corners are

pulled backward and upward . This expression is

frequently one-sided ; that is , one canine tooth , an

upper one generally, is much more exposed than

any others .

It is to be remembered by the artist when study

ing and endeavoring to picture expressions that the

direction of the eyes, gestures , and body attitude

have a large share in the complete interpretation of

any particular expression . For we can see how few

differences there are in the various types of un

pleasant expressions . These have in the funda

mental form , or pattern of the lineaments, similar

characteristics. The differences are not only subtle
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but they are fleeting, as they go from one form to

another. Just as the mood of a person changes

during any excitation of the emotions, so do the

outward expressions change.

Suspicion has also arrangements similar to the

unpleasant expressions just considered . Only there

is added a pursing of the lips , and an elevation of

the chin, with its wrinkling . In suspicion the wrin

kling of the skin of the forehead is more broken and

irregular . A distinguishing indication of suspicion

in a face is the sidewise glance of the eyes, as if

trying to look surreptitiously at the person sus

pected .

Terror, anger, and rage have a likeness in their

basic nature . In sketching any one of these expres

sions, begin by drawing the wide -open circular eye

and the open mouth with the teeth showing. The

play of the features in the lower face would be that

the nose-cheek furrow is lengthened and drawn to

go around the corners of the mouth . The two fur

rows join under the mouth . Other incidental fea

tures would be the deep wrinkles of the forehead and

forceful accessories, such as the flaring hair, the

way the head is held, and positive gestures and atti

tude of the body.

It is very difficult to fix the point where the ex

pression of wonder with astonishment passes into

that of wonder with fear. And it is hard to tell when
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this latter expression of fear changes to fright.

When wonder is associated with fear, the concen

trated brow wrinkles are strongly in evidence,

and the mouth begins to lose its round , typical

Laughing Crying Wonder

( oo)

4.4.4

CHILDREN'S EXPRESSIONS.

wonder form , and becomes somewhat square. This

is caused mainly by the tense pulling down of the

mouth corners. When we spoke of the wrinkling of

the forehead we thought only at that time of it as

coming into action and showing during the play of

the varying expressions. But wrinkles, furrows, and

other special lineaments are sometimes permanent
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FURROWS OF THE FOREHEAD. PERMANENT OR IN MOVEMENT DUR

ING EXPRESSION.

features of the countenance. They are, in these

matters, subjects to study for the character reader,

and important to observe for the artist . A momen

tary state of mind brings out a certain transitory

form in the face, and a frequency of these momen

tary states becomes an habitual state of mind .

Then the transitory forms frequently repeated be

come permanent ones .

The eyebrows are extremely mobile . At times they

give but a slight, almost imperceptible, movement,

and at times , during intense emotional feelings, are

in strong movement . Considered as facial details

they have a variety of forms. As can be understood
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by their typical forms as lines, they are significant

in drawing, particularly in the preliminary construc

tion of a sketch.

The most delicate kind of eyebrow is the one in
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THE MUSCLES OF EXPRESSION .

From “ Practical Art Anatomy. ” Copyright 1918. Charles Scribner's Sons .

women that appears to be-and so frequently is

pencilled in an extended line over the eye, to go

around this region to the side of the temple. An

extreme form , compared to the one just mentioned ,

is the heavy black brow . Then there is the form in
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EYEBROWS.

Fine and straight. 2 . Fine and curved . 3. Slanting . 4. Angled and heavy.

5. Arched , narrowing to a fine line. 6. Very heavy . 7. Heavy and joined .

which a growth of hair at the root of the nose joins

the two brows and makes a continuous line over the

eyes .
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CHAPTER VIII

CHARACTER DRAWING, CARICATURE, AND

EXTREME CARICATURE

PART
ART facial details and

giving some attention to physiognomy, in a

graphic manner, has helped us in our efforts to find

ways of drawing heads and faces. Giving the stu

dent a series of easily grasped diagrams so that he

may learn about the various forms and changes in

the head and face has been somewhat of an adap

tation of, or an attempt to carry out, an idea of

Leonardo da Vinci . In his treatise on painting,

he writes of a scheme to be used in memory draw

ing. It is as follows:

HOW TO REMEMBER THE FORM OF A FACE

If
you wish to retain with facility the general look of a face,

you must first learn how to draw well several faces, mouths,

eyes, noses, chins, throats, necks, and shoulders ; in short, all

those principal parts which distinguish one man from another.

For instance, noses are of ten different sorts . Straight, bunched ,

concave, some raised above, some below the middle, aquiline,

flat, round, and sharp . These affect the profile. In the front

view there are eleven different sorts . Even, thick in the middle,

thin in the middle, thick at the tip, thin at the beginning, thin

123
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at the tip, and thick at the beginning . Broad, narrow, high, and

low nostrils ; some with a large opening, and some more shut

towards the tip .

The same variety will be found in other parts of the face,

which must be drawn from Nature, and retained in the memory .

Or else, when you mean to draw a likeness from memory, take

with you a pocket-book , in which you have marked all these

variations of features, and after having given a look at the face

you mean to draw, retire a little aside, and note down in your

book which of the features are similar to it, that you may put

it all together at home.*

This idea of Leonardo is well conceived, and the

suggestion for such ways of studying is inspirational.

Students of facial character often compare the

heads of certain animals with the heads of human

beings of a similar aspect . Some physiognomists

have even advanced a theory of like mental qualities

in any particular two creatures-man and animal —

whose heads are like in general appearance. Comic

artists, as if agreeing with this theory, sometimes

make human faces to resemble those of animals

and the visages of dumb beasts slightly like human

faces.

To draw men as animals and, in another way that

is practised, putting an animal's head on a human

body are two ways of picturing persons with the idea

of rendering them ridiculous or humorous, or im

* From “ A Treatise on Painting," by Leonardo da Vinci . Trans

lated from the original Italian by John Francis Rigaud. Published

M.DCCC.II. London. Printed for J. Taylor.
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plying an ironical meaning. But usually the specific

way of making people laughable and thrusting gibes

at humanity in general is by picturing them as de

parting from the way that they appear to the un

biassed camera's eye. Drawing faces intended to be

funny, or perhaps only mildly risible, is generally

effected in one of these three ways :

Character sketches .

Caricature.

Extreme caricature.

In portrait-painting the object of the work is to

produce a likeness which will be recognized as that

of the individual intended . In such a likeness the

face is to be depicted in a normal way, with the

physiognomy not exaggerated . The portrait art

ist tries to copy a subject correctly. “ Copy ” and

“ correctly ” are two words more often applied in the

field of mechanical drafting than when artistic

work is in mind . But they are applicable here when

we compare portraiture with the ordinary face draw

ing in the ephemeral press . To explain : portraiture

is accurate drawing of the subject-that is , copying

it-combined with a catching by the artist of some

one phase of the mobile lineaments that betray an

important mental trait . Part of the success of the

work depends upon the artist's quickness of obser

vation of the fleeting external play of the emotions,
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and his wisdom and discretion in selecting the right

one for depiction .

In this chapter the purpose is a consideration of

ways of face drawing that usually dispense with di

rect delineation from models. Generally in graphic

work faces are made from the artist's imagination, or

from the memory of faces that he has seen or studied.

These two ways - from the imagination and from

memory-are helped by a study of physiognomical

details .

A character sketch would be a portrait with an

emphasis of the significant details, and, in addition,

an accentuation of those signs expressive of the

emotions, or those that disclose the inner character.

All this must have in its emphasis, or accentuation,

no exaggeration . The picture, too, in general is

kindly meant, and neither with a malicious nor an

ironical intention.

Exaggeration of any feature above the normal or

the diminishing of a particular small lineament are

the special methods in caricature . It is getting

away from accuracy in drawing and is partly mis

representation. Caricature makes larger a large de

tail , and lessens any small one.

These two kinds of face drawing, when we con

sider typical ones, pass one into the other when we

take into account the numerous styles of making

them. An artist will have a particular style, and his
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own way of departing from the normal , but after

all much depends upon his temperament and mo

mentary mood .

Of course, in character sketches there is a sug

gestion of the drawing having been made from liv

ing persons . Caricatures should have that quality,

too, even though there is a misrepresentation in

the drawing ; that is, it is not correct as far as draw

ing the actual visual property of the faces goes.

Next we pass to those caricatures which have no

quality of having been made from living creatures .

We have reference to the third way of drawing hu

morous faces; namely, extreme caricature . Even

though the faces of these drawings are founded upon

details-lineaments-that exist , the manner of ex

aggeration , lessening of certain traits , and the style

of rendering are unreal and fantastic. A peculiarity

of these pictures is that they often exhibit a striving

for a special technic in line or other peculiar ren

dering.

In some character sketches and caricature there

are evidences of efforts to get light and shade and

relief, or there is a sincere and thoughtful observance

of the subtlety of contours . Not so in extreme

caricature, as most often some striking effect that

will attract attention is sought, rather than some

thing which looks like a living creature . This ef

fect is obtained in some cases by a bizarre, unreal, or
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grotesque rendering. Many of these extreme carica

tures are drawn in a spirit of burlesque, and not only

is the face depicted in this manner, but the rendering

is in a way that burlesques art methods .

The above paragraphs may be summarized as fol

lows:

Character sketches give slight emphasis of facial

peculiarities in a friendly way.

Caricatures exaggerate-or diminish - facial pecu

liarities , and although not maliciously intended, are

often ruthlessly graphic in calling attention to the

peculiarities .

Extreme caricatures are heartless and unkind in

the way that they show any deviation from the

average . And they are drawn in manners in keep

ing with this heartlessness, if we may put it in that

way. By this we mean that the picturing is absurd,

odd, and even sometimes intentionally crude in the

technic.

Now in the great majority of cases, comic face

drawing is impersonal and not of particular indi

viduals . Then the artist tries to make something

ludicrous to the extent that he believes suitable for

the kind of work or purpose intended . Several con

siderations are taken into account when it is planned

to make, or originate, a visage of a funny aspect .

This, among others, may be taken as an example :

the entire head in its silhouette should be funny.
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REPETITION OF SIMILAR LINES AND FORMS.

That is , the whole head from the particular point of

view that it is pictured should have a bulk and

contour which looks interesting and gives promise of

something risible . In further explanation : even

though no details show within the contour, we find
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THE SILHOUETTE IN COMIC DRAWING OF FACES.

an amusing occupation in noting the exaggerated

details that do show as they are brought out by

their precise outlines against the simple background .

Some types of humorous faces have in their draw

ing a certain harmony . This quality has two forms,

one a harmony of line, and the other that of form .

In the matter of line , the lineaments are made in a

sameness of kind of line . The whole head will be

elliptical, and the details within this form will take

on an elliptical character. Or it is a round head and

the details are in smaller circles . The artist even

adds to the round peculiarity by putting round
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rimmed spectacles on the subject's nose, and has

him wear a round -crowned hat.

This repetition of lines and forms in face pictures

creates interest . Another way in which face draw

ing can be produced with a harmony in the linear

details , attracting and holding the interest, too , is

to make the sketch decorative rather than realis

tic . For instance, the face may be composed of

similarly curved fanciful lines . They are arranged

both in a decorative way and one to suggest a face.

The lines may be a series of double - curved ones with

dots at the ends, or perhaps a set of lines every one

of which is hooked . Or again, the arrangement may

be one of curlicues, in any particular set of which the

curlicues are of one character. Such drawings will be

ornamental, calligraphic, or decorative rather than

sketches of real faces.

Face drawing by artists of the daily press has be

come a matter of expediency, on account of the

need of a quick way of multiplying the numerous

drawings needed . Faces, as well as figures, in the

comic pictures of the newspapers are characterized

by series of easily and rapidly made curves . Some

of the authors of humorous pictures, however, do

take care in their drawing of faces, as well as

showing by the depiction that they have knowledge

of physiognomical variations , and are serious in

their efforts to express it . As a class the French pic
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torial humorists are very sincere workers in pictorial

physiognomy. Even though they may adopt a man

nerism in line, or a peculiarity in the degree in which

they render light and shade, their work manifests a

knowledge of form , and shows a preference for

good draftsmanship. It shows, too, that they pos

sess a memory stored with a wealth of correctly ob

served facts.
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CHAPTER IX

THE FUNNY PEOPLE OF THE COMIC

ARTIST'S WORLD

THER
HE graphic artist , or any worker in pictorial

art , besides being familiar with the various

types of faces, their details and changes, should also

acquire, by observation, facts about the peculiari

ties of individuals as shown in their gestures,

clothes, and other significant matters. The fashion

artist and those making conventional advertising

figure pictures clothe their figures in ways that

graphic humorists would consider as lacking in

character. That is , the garb would have a mini

mum of wrinkles, and fit, as the tailor would like it,

faultlessly. But even such figure work requires

study ; only it is of a special kind in noting minute

details .

The pictorial humorists and creators of character

pictures direct their observation to individual pe

culiarities of the different types of persons com

prising this world of human comedy. These indi

vidual peculiarities are such things as gesture,

habitual attitude of the body, odd movements dur

ing action, and-of special importance-dress.

141
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When it comes to dress, specific things to notice

would be such matters as how the individual allows

the clothing to become part of himself by the man

ner of wearing it ; the pattern or color of the textile;

and the cut, or fashion , of the costume.

With regard to the remark made on the special

noticing of minute details, three instances will serve

as examples . The first is that a man's coat buttons

by the left lapel covering the right one, and that in

any type of woman's garment covering the chest

the flaps go the other way; namely, the right lapel

covering the left; the second instance is that the

bow of a man's hat is on the left side ; and the third

example is a rather curious one-the collapsible

opera-hat has neither ribbon nor bow .

This last detail is but a trifle, and rarely would

an artist need to put this bit of knowledge to use.

But trying to notice every little detail will en

gender a habit of attentiveness in apprehending pic

torial facts. So the special inquiry into details of

dress of the present times, recent period, and past

ages is an important study for the artist . Prose

cuting it will fill up his hours when not drawing.

An artist need never be bored with his surround

ings , for the study of figures, faces, and costume will

keep his eye busy, and occupy his mind as he moves

about in the crowded places and thronged streets .

The world of the comic artist is composed of an
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assemblage of well-known and conventional types.

Among these creations of his pencil are the heroine

and the hero ; numerous butts for practical jokes ;

mouthpieces for bon mots ; and foils for the clownish

characters.

Other typical personages are the two inseparable

individuals, a tall one and a short one. They are

always quarrelling about something, or play parts

in a vexatious incident of every-day life. One of

these characters is always trying to get the better

of the other ; it is generally a particular one, but oc

casionally, for the hoaxing of the reader , the tables

are turned, and the usual victim is triumphant .

These two figures remind us in their pictorial pres

entation of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza. This

notion-a tall man and a small one always at odds

is a frequently used device in humor-pictorially,

dramatically, or in writing.

The comic artist has a full cast of actors who play

in little episodes that happen in any small-town

family. The man and wife, though , are sometimes

represented as commuters, and then the happen

ings are those of a suburban town with the occa

sional inclusion of those taking place in a large city.

There is, to be sure, a baby who is king of the

home, and the adoring parents have the familiar

funny, as well as tragicomical, doings with this im

portant personage. There is always a mischievous
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small boy, and one who is a model child . This latter

character is usually the victim of another one, the

mock-heroic bad boy of the neighborhood . And

there is in this picture world, as well as in real life,

in every group of boys, a very fat one.

The policeman has momentous concern in the

comic pictured incidents of the graphic humorist.

As a complement to the policeman there is either a

tramp or a burglar. Other characters are those that

we all meet or know of during our daily intercourse

with the world , some of which are : janitor, iceman,

plumber, cook, waiter, butler, and bell-boy. The

latter is sure to be referred to as the “ bell-hop .'

And not forgotten are the heroes of our juvenile

reading-the pirate and the cannibal king.

These various types and others are always de

lineated in traditional ways . That is , the apparel

and accessory details follow rules that artists have

handed down from period to period . As instances

we have the bogus nobleman with a monocle and a

sash across his shirt-front; the Frenchman wears a

mustache and an imperial and has a shiny " pot'

hat ; the Englishman is in tweeds and wears a cloth

cap ; the artist and the poet are sketched in garbs

quite in the orthodox fashion .

We see now in this catalogue of a few of the

comic artist's characters that there is something else

besides mere sketching of the clothed figure. It is
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that the figures must be clothed in dress appropriate

to the particular character. And just as the artist

analyzes faces and figures, reasons upon ways of

drawing, and inquires into the peculiarities of drap

ery forms, so he studies details of costume and what

suitable one to use for any character.

Hats have a great significance in pictures. In

fashion and serious illustrations they are pictured

so as to be in keeping with the persons or their

attire . The motive back of picturing hats in humor

ous drawing is to strengthen the laugh -provoking

possibilities .

Feet and the articles of wear that cover them are

components in comic pictures having ludicrous

qualities . They have definite pictorial elements,

size , and the way that they are held with reference

to the pose. When they are spread out very much

it is particularly funny, and it is a good touch, too,

in comic drawing, to have the toes of the boots

turned up a trifle.

Shoes may, when they are worn a long time and

cause the leather to show the form of the feet, ex

press much individuality . To mention but one ex

ample of how provocative to laughter footgear is ,

we can cite the instance of the actor who is garbed

correctly for some historical period in everything

but his boots. They are of modern times. The com

bination of the historical dress and boots suitable
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for every-day street wear is sure to amuse and excite

laughter.

As a summary, or a brief additional remark on

the comic in picturing human beings, we give six

ways by which it is effected . They are : ( 1 ) the

character of the figure ; (2) action or attitude; (3)

type of face; (4) odd or unusual dress ; ( 5) drawing

of the feet or boots ; and (6) hats.

Now if we take hats only and meditate upon

them we find that they contribute to the comic

idea in these ways:

Too large for heads.

Too small for heads.

The way that they are worn, especially when

there are deviations from level positions.

Not in fashion .

Unusual forms, or exaggerated forms of fashion

able ones .

Not appropriate to the age or status of the indi

viduals.
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CHAPTER X

COMIC PICTURES OF EVERY -DAY LIFE

ONEkind of humorous work in the field of
graphic art is that of the comic pictures

made for the daily press from day to day, in a series

of related incidents telling a simple story of an an

noying or amusing every -day happening. Occa

sionally the picturing is of animals, but then the

theme is sometimes based on human affairs, or it

embodies a lesson in behavior that can be applied to

human beings .

The obvious thing, as we examine this comic work

for purposes of technical study, is that they are

hurriedly drawn . Some of the artists doing this

work produce one series of pictures for every one

of the seven days of the week. Others have to

make but one every seven days. These latter are

generally published in the Sunday editions of the

newspapers. Although , as stated, the drawings show

that they have been hastily made, it is remarkable

how well some are drawn . Works of this character

are well worth studying by the student ; but those of

a scrawly nature are not to be considered as de

serving of any of the student's time.

155
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It is well at this point to speak of style and man

ner in the making of these comic graphic drawings.

A clear-cut outline made with a firm stroke and no

pen-shading is the best technic . The artistic draw

ing with broken outlines and patches of pen -work

for shades, shadows, or local color is not the kind

best suited for this work . Drawings like this are

made and used , it is true, but it is not a style which

lends itself to the kind of humorous picturing that

we have in mind now . When an artist must repeat

the same figures and the identical background in all

of the scenes, and handles his pen in a locloose way,

the picturing soon deteriorates into coarse pen

scrawls. The comic series of the press is best made

with a simple, deliberately drawn line, and no shad

ing . A few places of solid black are good, and an

occasional Alat tint of wide-apart lines will do.

One of the reasons why an uninvolved line is

best is that when colored inks are used the planning

by the mechanical workers for the color-plates is

made easier . Then the blank spaces that the artist

has left are filled with colors, and much pen -tinting

would be both needless and confusing.

There is a touch of the burlesque in the manner of

depicting physiognomies and human figures and

their gestures in these newspaper comic pictures.

Much activity is present, and quietness and subtle

wit are generally absent . The laughable element is
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not that of wit, but a representation of extreme

clownish boisterousness .

This being explained and understood, we will now

attend to some of the incidents that go to make up

the pictures in this special way of telling funny

stories . The most elementary incident is that some

one has stumbled, or inadvertently fallen with a

thud . Whether sophisticated grown adults should

look on this as funny, or otherwise, is a question

which we do not consider here . But it is certainly

funny to children, as witness of which we only need

to be reminded of the gleeful and explosive laughs

of children at the clown's flops or the droll tumbler,

whether at the circus or on the cinematographic

screen. Allied with this episode are two others : one

is the falling of some one into the water, and the

other is a thrown missile striking a human tar

get .

Details of these pictures that have a great share

in making them laughable are the sound-suggesting

words that are supplementary to the humorous in

tention . Some of these words are : “ bump ," " thud,"

“ biff," " whack,” and “ bang.” As we see , these

words of themselves in plain type are risible. But

they are much more funny when the artist makes

them in lettering of special emphatic forms.

Sometimes these words have added to them the

so -called action lines that stress the particular funny
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notion still more forcibly. Then when in the telling

of these pictured stories the climacteric effect re

quires exclamations of pain, distress, joy, or a sud

den outburst of some senseless ejaculation , the word

or term is completely encompassed by a line . One

of these forms is called a balloon, and the line

making it starts and ends at, or near, the mouth of

the person uttering the expression .

It is not always necessary to letter the exclama

tion coming from the victim's mouth or print the

words used to denote the noise of moving or crashing

things . Symbols and oddly marked lines of various

kinds are used sometimes. A vivid and clearly un

derstood meaning is given to a comical accident or a

farcical catastrophe by drawing it with blurred lines

and action lines going in the direction of the force, or

impetus. Many comic incidents may be typified by

an effect like a quickly rotating wheel, with the

spokes and rim in a blur.

A frequently depicted manner of ending one of

these picture series is to have the victim of the

joke exit from the scene head on, with the feet only

showing. The customary way is to have nearly all

of the figure undelineated and only the feet drawn.

And they are made in a very comical manner-the

two soles presenting their surfaces to the spectator.

Terminating these comic series by such odd ways

seems to symbolize the common expression: “ Out

1
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with him !” Another way of ending the stories is to

show the victim violently ejected from a doorway

or window -opening.

Many odd characteristic marks and symbols are
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used by the artists of comic pictures to aid in im

pressing the comic idea upon the reader's mind .

Among them are stars, either scattered around or

in circles . When they are so drawn over some un

lucky individual's head who has just met with an

accident, they easily explain the saying : “ Seeing

stars !” The French humorous draftsmen use an

almost similar effect of a row of many candles,

their expression being : “ Seeing a thousand can

dles!” Quotation-marks, exclamation-points, and

original inventions in the way of symbols help con

vey the meanings in these comic newspaper pictures.

Besides the attentive study of the external de

tails of the human body, its proportions, character

of faces, attitudes, gestures, and the dress of the

various human types, there is required on the part

of the artist an observation of details for back

grounds. This is just as important as all the other

matters .

Backgrounds in paintings or in book and maga

zine illustrations are drawn with the details subor

dinated to the figures, and arranged to have some

bearing on the composition. The artist making

serious pictures pays attention to the character of

his backgrounds, but endeavors to keep them, in

the ordinary cases, secondary to the important

parts of his pictures .

Now the comic artist studies backgrounds with
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These two examples show the details drawn in an absurd style rather than in one
which could be called realistic .
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Copyrighted by Charles Scribner's Sons. From “ The Bull Calf and Other Tales, " by
A. B. Frost.

Mr. Frost's humorous drawings of human beings and animals in action are good

examples for the aspirant in the field of comic art to study.



Copyrighted by Charles Scribner's Sons. From “The Bull Calf and Other Tales, " by
A. B. Frost.

Although these figures are drawn with heads larger than in life, there is, due tothe
correctness of the physiognomical drawing, no doubt in our minds but that they

are pictures of real people.
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as sincere an attention to their details as any pic

torial artist , but he sees where, or how, he can cari

cature them. The depiction of background ele

ments brings into operation the same methods as

are used in drawing comic figures, faces, and dress ;

that is , they are made incongruous, absurd, or fun

ny. In comic pictures, again, backgrounds are first

of all graphic, but detailed with an effect that

makes them subjects of laughter.

Making things-details of background or the near

surroundings - comical is accomplished in numer

ous ways. As inAs in facial caricature, things are

either drawn larger than they are or smaller than

they are . Or an object of an unusual form has the

particular quality that gives it this unusual form

exaggerated. Then when something strikes the

artist as odd-looking, he emphasizes the oddity. A

thing may be out of place or inappropriate to the

surroundings ; the comic artist makes the presenta

tion so that this fact is brought out more clearly .

Some graphic humorists even invent things in

pictures that have no existence . The bold way in

which they put in minor details of these inventions

amuses us by the preposterous construction.
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CHAPTER XI

POLITICAL, TOPICAL, AND TIMELY

CARTOONS

"HE artists who draw the political cartoons,

need

to be rapid workers, as they must produce many

drawings during the course of a year. An artist in

this field of artistic activity must work entirely

from imagination ; that is , he must draw from

images in his brain, or create original pictures by

applying his knowledge of visual facts . The news

paper cartoonists have each and all their own way of

working in starting a picture with figures. Perhaps

the drawing of the figures is in the progressive way

of starting with the skeleton action figure, blocking

in the form roughly, and then clothing it . This work,

or whatever preliminary method is used, is exe

cuted by the lead-pencil . It is then finished by pen

and ink in a manner suitable for reproduction by

some process of photo-engraving. But sometimes a

lithographic crayon or wax pencil is used , either to

make the entire composition or only to make a

certain amount of shading after the drawing has

been outlined with the pen.

press ,

173
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More than ordinary skill is demanded in drawing

the figures for newspaper cartoons, as it is often

required that they be drawn with a certain degree

of realism and seriousness. In humorous work the

artist can give his imagination free play, and may

invent odd, extravagant, and even unreal types.

But for some cartoon themes a quality of dignity

and sobriety is looked for, and this requires good

figure drawing. There is often occasion, too, for

making a drawing in a dignified and solemn man

ner for some such event as the death of a person

in public life, or a sudden, wide-spreading catas

trophe. The cartoonist of the daily press must even

sometimes make a picture in the grand manner of

an apotheosis, in recognition of some public bene

factor or hero. A drawing of this latter kind cannot

be treated in a burlesque style, but must have the

figures and components drawn well and arranged

with some regard to pictorial composition. This

illustrates how broad the scope of a cartoonist's

education must be, and tests the extent of his powers

as a draftsman . Cartoons of this sort generally em

body the use of several figures - or perhaps a single

one-draped in a classical fashion . Incidental de

tails in these pictures are usually in an appropriate,

refined manner.

The student desiring to draw pictures of this

kind will find excellent subjects for figures and de
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tails in museums that include Greek and Roman

art . There the statuary of classical times and repro

ductions in plaster will give him excellent ideas for

draped allegorical figures.

In its way of arranging the components a political

cartoon has a plan almost peculiar to itself. The first

particular with respect to it is easily explained.

It is that the principal figure should have a good

silhouette, or be so drawn that it is clearly per

ceived . This business of getting a good silhouette

is the primary and elementary consideration in

starting out to compose a political cartoon . When

there is more than one figure, as there often is (it is

best never to have more than three) , they should be

set against a simple background . And they should

be so arranged that the group which they form has

itself this quality of a simple contour.

Political cartoons are put in such positions on

pages of newspapers as to invite attention . That

is , it is so managed that as a paper lies on the

newsstand a cartoon drawing will be noticed quickly .

Or if it is on an inside page, it is placed so that as

the reader turns the pages he will not fail to see it .

Thus a figure, or a group, drawn boldly with simple

outlines, against a plain background, helps in the

matter.

This, in short, by its definite manner, is but a

graphic quality, and when the technic is in a sim
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ple pen -and-ink style, we have a drawing that is

readily understood, and its meaning and message

perceived by the reader.

A political cartoonist must have, besides intelli

gence and a sense of knowing what is wise and

proper, an ability to think quickly. He must never

be slow in the matter of applying his mind in search

ing for a theme or to use as a comparison an idea

for a timely event.

Having a general and wide knowledge of things

and facts of life is an important qualification for the

newspaper cartoonist . To explain this statement we

will tabulate, in our own fashion , some of the men

tal endowments of a press cartoonist .

He must have in the matter of history :

A general survey of the past.

A knowledge of the stirring events and incidents

of his own country .

An understanding of the social and political

trends of his own times.

A gift, if such a thing is possible, for political

prophecy.

A familiarity with the life stories of the leading

men of his own times.

But this is not all, for he will find it profitable to

know :

Stories from mythology and classical history.

Folk - lore.
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Popular beliefs and superstitions (he need not be

lieve them) .

Popular stories .

And he must not have forgotten his childhood

fairy -tales, and even nursery rhymes.

Then he should have a sympathetic feeling for,

and an understanding of, human frailties; the under

dog ; those of a contrary belief to his own ; and have

sympathy for victims of injustice.

Aphorisms, proverbs, maxims, terse sayings, and

the frequently repeated lines of well-known poems

will furnish many ideas for cartoons.

We see by the enumeration of the particulars

above that the cartoonist finds it a help to have a

store of general knowledge from which he may

choose themes and ideas. Consider, for instance , the

familiar classical allusions and mythological episodes,

and see how often they are applied as central ideas

in cartoons. To list but a few we have : “ Nero fid

dling while Rome burned ” ; “ Diogenes with his

lantern ” ; “ The sword of Damocles ” ; “ Charon , the

boatman of the River Styx ” ; “ Mars, the god of

war ” ; “ Et tu, Brute !” ; “ Atlas and a terrestrial

globe” ; “ Pandora's box ” ; “Achilles and his vul

nerable heel ” ; “ Veni, vidi, vici” ; “Hercules and the

Augean stables” ; and, lastly, "The Sphinx.”

Then among another class of episodes that in

numerable times furnish ideas for cartoons are the
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two following: “ Canute and the waves of the ocean

and “ The youthful Washington and the cherry

tree.” Besides incidents from traditional history,

actual occurrences of the past are used by the car

toonist. Biblical narratives are availed of; the most

familiar are : “ Samson pulling down the temple

pillars " ; " Samson shorn of his locks ” ; “ David and

Goliath ” ; and “ The Ark and the Dove of Peace.”

Because of their agreeable piquancy and fre

quency of association, episodes from our childhood

stories are used in political cartoons. From Æsop's

Fables two that are often used are : “ The dog with a

bone and its reflection in the water ” and “ The

Frogs and King Log.” A story from The Arabian

Nights that makes its appearance frequently is that

of “ Sindbad and the Old Man of the Sea .” Other

incidents from our early reading days are themes

from Mother Goose, Gulliver's Travels, and Don

Quixote. One tale that the cartoonist never for

gets is that of The Pied Piper of Hamelin .

Phrases and expressions often give the cartoonist

the first suggestion for a pictorial composition, or

form the legend to go under his picture drawing.

Some of them are : “ Coming events cast their

shadows before ” ; “ Don't shoot, I'll come down ” ;

“ Walking the plank ” ; “ Barking up the wrong tree ” ;

“ He loves me, he loves me not ” ; “ Killing the goose

that lays the golden eggs ” ; “ Castles in Spain ” ;
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“ Burning the candle at both ends ” ; “ Belling the

cat ” ; “ Pouring oil on troubled waters " ; "Looking

a gift -horse in the mouth ” ; “ Riding a high horse ” ;

“ A fly on the wheel" ; and “ Mr. Facing-both -ways.”

Many other simple ideas capable for use as graphic

representation for topics that arise from day to day

are the following: " Crocodile tears " ; " An hour

glass " ; " A boomerang " ; "Tables turned " ; " Kissing

the Blarney -stone ” ; “ A scarecrow ” ; “ A rubbish

heap ” ; “ Rubbish may be shot here ” ; “ An eclipse ” ;

“ A bee in the bonnet ” ; “ Rocking the boat " ;

" Running amuck ” ; “ Riding two horses at once " ;

“ Sirens ” ; and “ A hobgoblin .

Some human traits, individual or collective, are

pictured symbolically by the cartoonist. As exam

ples are these few : “ Greed ,” as a pig ; “ Monopoly,

as an octopus; “ Hypocrisy,” as hiding behind a

mask ; “ A false or baseless issue,” as a straw man ;

'Doubt, ” as a figure on a fence; “ Uncertainty,” rep

resented as the ass of Buridan ; and " Versatility,” as

a Savoyard musician, with all sorts of musical in

struments attached to himself.

. Still we have not finished, for there are many

other themes in literature and every -day thought

that the cartoonist must have knowledge of. He

needs, too, to be fully awake to all phases of life

and human activities, and never falter for a mo

ment when in quest of a theme or idea. Timely
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events are often available for ideas to adapt for

drawings. The cartoonist finds picture possibilities

in new projects and fads of the active and busy

people of the business and social world; in fact he

finds use, or profit, in everything - popular songs,

famous paintings, plays, and slang phrases all fur

nish ideas for him.

The cartoonist is kept busy, besides making draw

ings on political matters, in thrusting his pen -shafts

at crazes and follies of his day. He takes notice, by

making timely cartoons, of the coming of holidays

and the seasonal activities , and he must have some

original views upon rent troubles, taxation, labot,

railways , and the ever-present high cost of living.

Even new ideas and inventions are ridiculed by the

cartoonist -- for which he sometimes is sorry years

later.

All this reflection upon the extent of the knowl

edge required by the political cartoonist applies as

well to an artist who makes humorous pictures. We

have included it in this book-primarily a book on

one branch of drawing-to emphasize one great fact.

It is this : an artist must have ideas as well as an

ability to draw .

Besides giving hints for drawing, stress has been

put, in certain parts the book, upon the helpfulness

of observation with a storing in the mind of facts of

the visual world. This involved thinking and
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brought out that it isn't all just drawing in pictorial

art processes . It is not a mere regarding of the sub

ject by the eye and a mechanical copying of what it

visions . And in picturing from memory there must

be, with the actual employment by the hands of

pencil, crayon, or brush, thought and a clear visu

alization of that which the thought and hand are

trying to create.
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